E2BMO: Facilitating User Interaction with a BioMimetic Ontology via Semantic Translation and Interface Design
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Abstract: Function is a key central concept to the practice of biomimicry. Many published models of the biomimicry process include steps to identify, understand, and translate function of biological systems. Examples include functional modeling, decomposition, or abstraction with tools specifically designed to facilitate such steps. A functional approach to biomimicry yields a semantic bridge between biology and engineering, enabling practitioners from a variety of backgrounds to more easily communicate and collaborate in a biomimicry design process. Although analysis of function is likely a necessary part of biomimicry design, recent work suggests it is not sufficient without a more systematic understanding of the complex biological context in which a function exists (e.g., scale and trade-offs). Consequently, emerging tools such as ontologies are being developed that attempt to capture the intricacies of biological systems (including functions), such as their complex environmental and behavioral interactions. However, due to the complexity of such tools, they may be under-utilized. Here, we propose a solution through a computer-aided user interface tool which integrates a biomimetic ontology with a thesaurus-based functional approach to biomimicry. Through a proof of concept illustrative case study, we demonstrate how merging existing tools can facilitate the biomimicry process in a systematic and collaborative way, broadening solution discovery. This work offers an approach to making existing tools, specifically the BioMimetic Ontology, more accessible and encompassing of different perspectives via semantic translation and interface design. This provides the user with the opportunity to interface and extract information from both the Engineering-to-Biology Thesaurus and the BioMimetic Ontology in a way that was not possible before. The proposed E2BMO tool not only increases the accessibility of the BioMimetic Ontology, which ultimately aims to streamline engineers’ interaction with the bio-inspired design process, but also provides an option for practitioners to traverse biological knowledge along the way, encouraging greater interdisciplinary collaboration and consideration when conducting biomimicry research.
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1. Introduction

Biomimicry and biomimetics used interchangeably in this work, can be defined as innovation inspired by the emulation of biological forms, processes, patterns, and systems [1]. Although an emerging field, biomimicry has led to innovations across many disciplines including materials science, chemistry, engineering, waste management, information technology, and organizational design [2–6]. In a recent publication, the Fermanian Business & Economic Institute projected that biomimicry as an innovation process is to account for $1.6 trillion global output by 2030 [7]. However, despite the innovative potential of biomimicry, challenges still exist with practice. One such challenge is the interdisciplinary nature of biomimicry; it encourages practitioners (designers, engineers, biologists, etc.) to engage in a collaborative process that transcends disciplinary boundaries, while also requiring knowledge transfer and communication across such disciplines. To add to this challenge, the tools created to facilitate biomimicry practice tend to be defined by one field of knowledge, primarily that of the tool developer [8]. For example, engineers tend to take a functional approach to problem decomposition while biologists more commonly tend to decompose the complex interactions within biological systems. To date, there are copious tools available to facilitate biomimicry practice, many supporting an engineering type functional approach, and recently, a surge of more complex systematic and computational tools that capture the intricacies of biological systems. As tool development often reflects the discipline of its creator, it is required that most practitioners, within the interdisciplinary field of biomimicry, learn a new nomenclature specific to that tool. This is a hurdle to the adoption of biomimicry and the advancement of the field as a whole, especially within an industrial context, as practitioners within a corporate innovation setting rarely have the interest or time to engage at this level, thus requiring the constant assistance of an outside consultant to use the tools. An intuitive user interface may be half the challenge.

In general, the practice of biomimicry can be approached from two perspectives: (1) solution-driven, where the biological model of inspiration is the driving factor for innovation or (2) problem-driven, where the technical challenge of interest is the driving factor [9–11]. As the problem-driven process aims to solve a technical challenge, it is more often utilized within industry or engineering design and is thus the approach of interest in this paper (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Illustration of the traditional problem-driven biomimicry design process and steps that selected tools facilitate. E2B Thesaurus (Step 2 and 3) and BioMimetic Ontology (Step 2 to 7) [12].

The functional approach has long been a key central concept to the practice of biomimicry and has been identified as a solution to overcome the difficulties of its interdisciplinary nature. A recent review of biomimetic tools and processes identified several models of the problem-driven approach and correlated them with the general problem-solving process of Massay & Wallace 1956 [13], commonly used in engineering and design [12]. Of the 12 biomimetic processes identified, half clearly state a functional step referred to as either function identification and definition [14–16], functional keyword searches [17,18] or functional modeling [19]. Function offers a semantic bridge between disciplines, specifically biology and engineering, enabling practitioners from biological and other backgrounds to more easily communicate and collaborate in a biomimicry design process. This semantic bridge assists in reframing biological terminology in an engineering context or vice versa, reframing a technical challenge in terms of function that can better be identified in biological text. This increases the accessibility of biological information to practitioners with varying biological knowledge, but also
allows for more efficient communication with a biologist, which we believe is a necessary endeavor to understand the complexity of biological systems. A recent review [8] identified 43 tools that facilitate the biomimicry process, including literature navigation tools, natural language tools, and interdisciplinary semantic translation tools that have been developed to facilitate this functional semantic bridge to biomimicry practice.

Recent work has suggested that functional analysis alone is not sufficient for biomimicry practice without a more systemic understanding of the complex biological context (e.g., scale and trade-offs) in which a function exists [20]. The concept of function as a cross-domain semantic bridge is deemed effective only if the definition of that particular function is unified across both domains, which with biology and engineering is rarely the case. Functional decomposition of a technical system is a logical approach from an engineering perspective as each component of that system has a specific role. In contrast, biological systems always have multi-functional components that contribute to several roles that can differ across scales and context. Take, for example, the adhesive properties of gecko toe pads. Gecko toe pads are composed of arrays of hierarchical fibers that make close contact with a surface such that enough van der Waals intermolecular forces can be generated to support the gecko’s mass [21–25]. The gecko adhesive system is incredibly multifunctional with properties including reusability, ease of release, underwater adhesion, and self-cleaning [21,26–28]. Materials scientists and biologists alike have been researching this system with a goal of designing and fabricating gecko-like synthetic adhesives that function in a variety of contexts. Even so, few synthetic adhesives have been able to fully replicate the multifunctional aspects of the gecko adhesive system and this may be a by-product of not fully understanding how the integrated system operates, as a whole, under a variety of natural conditions [27]. Thus, during functional analysis, it is necessary to consider the particular function of interest within a more systematic context to ensure neither misinterpretation or oversimplification of the abstracted biological principle. This is particularly important during the search for relevant biological information within biological texts, the most comprehensive and effective source of information [29], as such texts rarely define a function in a way that is recognizable to an engineer, making the search for relevant biological information difficult and time consuming for the practitioner. Consequently, tools such as ontologies are being developed that attempt to capture the intricacies of biological systems to enable practitioners, especially those outside of a biological discipline, to facilitate deeper understanding of the biological system.

Nevertheless, modeling such complex biological systems is not without its challenges. Practitioners, not familiar with complex system mapping models and software, often do not understand the objective or complexity of such tools and struggle interacting with them. The effort required to learn and become effective in the use of such tools, and most tools that support the bio-inspired design process, can be time consuming and intimidating, often leaving these tools and approaches underutilized [30]. Our goal is not to suggest that ‘function’ is not an effective approach to biomimicry practice or to deter practitioners from exploring complex systematic tools. We would simply like to draw attention to the limitations and consequences of each approach. Furthermore, it has been shown that an approach that elaborates on function to include complex environmental and behavioral interactions increases the precision of retrieved results compared to analysis through function alone [29]. This integration of approaches to biomimicry practice could be facilitated through an integration of tools which would aid in overcoming another hurdle to biomimicry practice, a fluid advancement through the process. Currently, the difficult task of advancing through the biomimicry process step-by-step is left to the practitioner to navigate, a challenge that, if overcome, could aid in the advancement of biomimicry practice.

The aim of this paper is to draw attention to the copious tools available that facilitate the biomimicry process and to demonstrate how merging existing tools through a user interface design could potentially facilitate practitioners’ navigation through the process in a more systematic and collaborative way, broadening solution discovery. Through this paper, we propose a computer-aided user interface that elaborates on a thesaurus-based functional approach to biomimicry to include
complex environmental and behavioral interactions through integration with the BioMimetic Ontology (BMO) [31]. The focus of this work is to provide a portal for users to access information from within the BMO; we do not aim to make this information more interpretable to the user, we simply provide the opportunity to access it. For practitioners, this integration of tools captures the beneficial factors of both approaches to biomimicry practice, and the user interface creates an access point to important biological information for practitioners not necessarily familiar with biological research. This is not to say that this is the only approach to bio inspired design, but it is an approach that the authors deem to be of value, specifically to practitioners who wish to interact with the BMO. Thus, the integration of tools may assist in overcoming significant hurdles to the design process which could aid in the expanded application of biomimicry.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Selection of Tools

This paper is the result of a collaborative course that took place at the University of Akron and was composed of Integrated Bioscience Ph.D. students with diverse backgrounds including computer science, biology, physics, design, engineering, and architecture (four class members were Biomimicry Fellows, students actively working to integrate biomimicry practice into industry). Initially, we reviewed the biomimicry process and tools that support each step and identified a number of key points: (1) there are many tools available within the field of biomimicry, (2) these tools rarely cover more than one or two steps of the process, (3) the transition through the process or between tools is not facilitated, and (4) the more complex systematic tools, although useful, are too complex and largely inaccessible to potential users. Thus, two tools were selected that the team agreed effectively facilitated several steps, but if integrated, could further streamline the biomimicry process (Figure 1). Upon interviewing innovation consultants actively practicing biomimicry within an industrial context, the Engineering-to-Biology (E2B) Thesaurus [19] was selected, as it fulfilled our specific criteria for usability, accessibility, and cross-domain functionality. Our second tool of choice, the BioMimetic Ontology (BMO) [31], was selected as ontologies, due to their ability to organize complex collections of data, have proven to be successful across a variety of fields, including bioinformatics and medicine [32]. Therefore, an ontology that captures the intricacies of natural systems became the obvious tool of choice. The integration of such tools could bridge the gap between steps, therefore creating a more systematic process with direct access to identified and vetted biological strategies, opening up greater potential for biomimicry practice.

2.1.1. Engineering-to-Biology Thesaurus (E2B Thesaurus)

The E2B Thesaurus is a bio-inspired design tool that hierarchically maps biological terms to engineering terms of the Functional Basis (qualitative modeling lexicon) [19]. The Functional Basis is a standardized set of function-related terminology used to represent a formal function needed to support functional modeling, a process aimed at easing communication, modeling, and computation difficulties within design [33]. The E2B Thesaurus has two sets of terms that were derived from the Functional Basis: flows and function. The flow set is categorized into the flows of material, energy, and signal, and the function set is categorized into eight classes: branch, channel, connect, control magnitude, convert, provision, signal, and support. These terms are further categorized into secondary and tertiary engineering-related terminology, then mapped to biological flow and function correspondents (Figure 2). The E2B Thesaurus was developed to encourage collaboration between biologists and engineers for discovery and creation of biologically-inspired engineering solutions. It allows one to make associations between engineering and biology, thus strengthening the designer’s ability to utilize biological information for solving technical challenges.

Therefore, the E2B Thesaurus facilitates Step 2 and 3 of the biomimicry process (Figure 1). During Step 2, ‘Abstract Technical Challenge’, users are encouraged to define their technical challenge as a
function to be attained and select such functions from the engineering-related functional terms of the E2B Thesaurus. During Step 3, ‘Transpose to Biology’, the user utilizes the term identified in Step 2 and is directed to several biological functional terms that directly correspond to the engineering-related term. This enables the user to better communicate with a biologist or access biological information that eases the transition to Step 4 ‘Identify Potential Biological Model(s)’. For instance, perhaps a team of engineers from an industrial R&D team would like to design a sorting mechanism to identify ripeness of fruit, for example bananas or plums, through sensor-activated image recognition while being transported on a conveyor belt. If they are interested in finding biological models to inspire this product, they may choose the engineering term ‘signal’ from the thesaurus (Figure 2), as to ideate around a signaling mechanism between the sensor and the conveyor belt. ‘Signal’ could further be characterized by the secondary and tertiary engineering related functional terms that are most relevant to their application, either ‘sense’ related to ‘detect’ and ‘measure’ or ‘indicate process’. After translating ‘signal’ from Engineering-to-Biology via the E2B thesaurus, they would find that ‘signal’ can refer to biological functions such as ‘locate’, ‘observe’, ‘fluoresce’, ‘learn’, etc. The team, using these terms, could then peruse scientific literature, other biomimetic tools, or collaborate with a biologist to locate potential biological models for their particular application. The necessity of collaborating with a biologist is important as to ensure neither a misinterpretation nor oversimplification of the biological strategy identified and provide an accurate transposition of this strategy back to technology, Step 7 of the biomimicry process (Figure 1).

![Figure 2. Abstracts from the Engineering-to-Biology Thesaurus [18] representing both the biological Function and Flow correspondents. The hierarchical layout of the tool begins with classes derived from the Functional Basis, which is further categorized into secondary and tertiary terms, then correlated with biological correspondents.](image)

2.1.2. BioMimetic Ontology (BMO)

An ontology is an assemblage of data in which information is organized hierarchically and relationships made specific. In this way, information becomes knowledge. The BioMimetic Ontology (BMO) aims to bridge the gap between engineering and biology by using trade-offs, making biological strategies more accessible to engineering practitioners [31]. TRIZ (acronym for ‘Teorija Reshenija Izobretateliskih Zadatch’, which translates to ‘Theory of Solving Problems Inventively’), developed in the second half of the last century by Genrich Altshuller [34], is a method for solving technical challenges. After the review of several thousand patents, Altshuller created a list of 39 engineering parameters that were characteristic factors that could affect the performance of an engineering machine, material or structure. These 39 engineering parameters were used to create the ‘contradiction matrix’,
trading off one against the other. A user defines the problem being investigated by selecting two engineering parameters. For example, the problem of a bridge needing to take more traffic where it is not possible to increase the size of the foundation could be defined as a conflict between engineering parameters ‘resisting greater force’ and ‘changing supporting shape’. Defining a problem in a neutral and objective manner generalizes the problem so that solutions to problems, that can be defined in the same or similar way, can offer insight. This list of potential solutions or design insights are known as the inventive principles (IPs) and are numbered 1 to 40 [31]. In short, through the ‘contradiction matrix’ of TRIZ, conflicts help to break down problems and find innovative solutions, called the inventive principles (IPs). Ontologies can also be merged to further expand their content making them even more attractive for capturing complex natural systems. Merging is facilitated by a basic framework such as that of the basic formal ontology (BFO). The BioMimetic Ontology (BMO) follows the BFO framework, thus can merge with parts of other ontologies, increasing its range and usefulness.

One of the authors (J.F.V.V), due to his specialization in biology and understanding of both biology and engineering, has translated a number of biological strategies from scientific papers, expressing them as trade-offs and IPs, and integrating them into the BMO. This is a difficult task as IPs, due to their engineering foundations, can be somewhat limited in capturing the intricate complexities of natural systems, hence this task of translation was undertaken by J.F.V.V, a subject matter expert. Also due to the vast quantity of biological information that is currently available and continues to be discovered, the BMO is not an exhaustive database of biological strategies and a process to automate this work to more efficiently capture these strategies has become a very active area of research, although with limited success to date. For more information, refer to Section 4. While implicit in TRIZ [31], trade-offs become the core concept of the BMO. BMO selects which TRIZ IP’s recommend possible solutions or insights to a specific trade-off, based on biological literature describing how living role models resolved such trade-off. Therefore, within the BMO, trade-offs are the factors whose resolution the biological organism is addressing; IPs interpret the biological strategies the relevant organism used to resolve a trade-off. Therefore, the BMO facilitates the biomimicry process (Figure 1) across several steps. Step 2, ‘Abstract Technical Challenge’, is facilitated through the selection of a trade-off. Step 3, ‘Transpose to Biology’, is bypassed as the need to interact with biological information directly is negated through the use of trade-offs. Step 4 and 6 ‘Identify Potential Biological Model(s)’ and ‘Abstract Biological Strategy(ies)’, respectively, are automated internally through the BMO. Step 5, ‘Select Biological Model of Interest’, is completely removed as the need to understand the complexity of each biological model has been completed through the work of one of the authors (J.F.V.V.). Step 7, ‘Transpose to Technology’, is also removed, as the problem was never transposed to biology to begin with. Overall, this accelerates the design process as the user begins by defining their technical challenge as a trade-off and then, through the BMO, are given direct access to potential solutions of biological strategies already transposed as IPs. The success of this approach depends on the universality of trade-offs.

Although very useful tools, ontologies in general have been considered difficult to navigate through the current available platforms, and the complex hierarchical relationships difficult to comprehend. This may be a potential limitation on the widespread use of the BMO as practitioners find it difficult to integrate it into the design process. To illustrate the complexity of this tool, Figure 3 illustrates the BMO within Protégé, a free open-source ontology editor, which is the form in which the BMO is currently available to practitioners [35]. The current available version of the BMO is a research tool with finite data that can be greatly shortened without losing its essential functionality, which other versions of the BMO may adopt. The example below is a continuation of the R&D challenge to design a sorting mechanism to identify ripeness of fruit through sensor activated image recognition. In the case given, a compromise needs to be made between the speed of the conveyor belt and the accuracy of the images captured by the sensors. The technical challenge abstracted in the form of a trade-off would be speed vs. accuracy. The results of querying the BMO for speed-accuracy trade-off through Protégé can be seen in Figure 3.
To begin, the E2B Thesaurus needed to be expressed as a SKOS. This was accomplished by expressing the E2B Thesaurus as a Simplified Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) [36], a method for organizing information from knowledge organization systems (e.g., thesauri, classification schemes, and taxonomies). All terms included in a SKOS are categorized into one of two categories: concepts or concept schemes. Concepts are the main elements of a SKOS; they are the specific terms from the original knowledge organization system (in this case, terms from the E2B Thesaurus). Associated concepts can then be organized into concept schemes. Once concepts and concept schemes are organized, various semantic relationships can be implemented between concepts to create a cohesive classification system [36,37]. SKOS was chosen as it allows terms to be loosely connected in an organized framework that could be inserted into an ontology directly. SKOS enables the selection of any chosen description system for such loose connections, giving the opportunity of introducing simpler or cross-disciplinary semantics that any user can quickly understand, despite the complexity of the ontology.

To combine the E2B Thesaurus and the BMO, the E2B Thesaurus needed to be a format that could interact and communicate with the BMO. This was accomplished by expressing the E2B Thesaurus as a SKOS and then integrating it with the BMO. The SKOS was chosen as it allows terms to be loosely connected in an organized framework that could be inserted into an ontology directly. SKOS enables the selection of any chosen description system for such loose connections, giving the opportunity of introducing simpler or cross-disciplinary semantics that any user can quickly understand, despite the complexity of the ontology.

2.2. Merging of Tools

2.2.1. Simplified Knowledge Organization System (SKOS)

To combine the E2B Thesaurus and the BMO, the E2B Thesaurus needed to be a format that could interact and communicate with the BMO. This was accomplished by expressing the E2B Thesaurus as a SKOS and then integrating it with the BMO. The SKOS was chosen as it allows terms to be loosely connected in an organized framework that could be inserted into an ontology directly. SKOS enables the selection of any chosen description system for such loose connections, giving the opportunity of introducing simpler or cross-disciplinary semantics that any user can quickly understand, despite the complexity of the ontology.

To begin, the E2B Thesaurus needed to be expressed as a SKOS. This was accomplished by first generating concept schemes using the ‘class’ engineering terms from the thesaurus (e.g., branch, channel, connect, etc.). Only the functional terms from the E2B Thesaurus were transferred to a SKOS (i.e., verbs or words that could be easily translated to verb form), as we believe that these terms are most likely to be utilized by practitioners during the biomimicry design process. Following the generation of concept schemes, the remainder of the functional terms from the thesaurus were integrated as concepts. To replicate the hierarchical relationships observed in the E2B Thesaurus, we connected engineering terms to biological function correspondents by adding the semantic relationships ‘has narrower’ and ‘has broader’ to the concepts. To illustrate this, consider the R&D design challenge example previously stated in Section 2.1.1. ‘Signal’ is considered a class term in the E2B Thesaurus.
and is connected to the tertiary engineering term ‘measure’ via the secondary term ‘sense’. ‘Measure’ is then related to the following biological function correspondents: ‘observe’, ‘monitor’, ‘gauge’, and ‘watch’. The following connections between concepts were made to capture these semantic relationships: (1) signal is a concept scheme and has top concept sense, (2) sense is top concept in scheme signal and has narrower term measure, (3) measure has broader term sense and has narrower terms observe, monitor, gauge, and watch. Here, thesaurus engineering terms are in red, thesaurus biological function correspondents are in blue, and SKOS vocabulary are in purple. This classification system enables the preservation of the hierarchical relationships in the thesaurus, so users could navigate from engineering to biological domains and back.

Once the E2B Thesaurus was expressed as a SKOS, biological function correspondents were connected to the BMO via IPs. E2B biological functional correspondents, were tagged with IPs rather than the biological text data from the BMO as the biological data within the BMO will be continually updated by J.F.V.V., but the IPs (which have already been tagged with words from the E2B Thesaurus) will remain intact. Therefore, the connection between the E2B Thesaurus and the BMO will be automatically updated as the BMO is expanded. Relevant biological function correspondents for a given IP were selected during several meetings by four of the authors (S.J.M., A.M.G., C.K.U., and A.R.) whose expertise included education, ecology, engineering, and zoology. A biological functional correspondent was connected to an IP only if all four authors agreed that the given biological functional correspondent was related to a particular IP. If one or more of the authors listed above disagreed with the particular connection being discussed, the biological functional correspondent was not tagged to that particular IP. The subjective biological function correspondents to IP connections are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. List of all subjective biological function correspondents to IP connections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected Inventive Principles</th>
<th>Selected Biological Function Correspondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prepare for action</td>
<td>activate, catalyze, conserve, gauge, induce, learn, monitor, orient, observe, project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use asymmetry</td>
<td>concentrate, displace, deposit, elongate, fluctuate, filter, fold, hyperpolarize, segment, shorten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convert to dynamics</td>
<td>activate, articulate, bounce, catalyze, circulate, coil, conduct, contract, fold, fly, free, grow, jump, migrate, project, pump, twist, turn, roll, stretch, swim, swivel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prepare a defense</td>
<td>block, build, coil, concentrate, conserve, deposit, develop, envelope, excrete, expand, extend, induce, locate, obstruct, project, reduce, repel, repress, seal, synthesize, surround, tunnel, watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hold the system in an equipotential state</td>
<td>catalyze, conserve, constrain, constrict, inhibit, maintain, oscillate, preserve, regulate, reduce, release, remain, respire, shorten, sustain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>place or contain one object inside another</td>
<td>catch, clamp, clog, consume, cover, envelope, hold, inhale, intake, mate, roll, surround, suspend, tunnel, wrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use feedback</td>
<td>acclimatize, activate, alter, communicate, constrain, constrict, evacuate, excrete, feed, fluctuate, gauge, halt, induce, learn, locate, maintain, migrate, monitor, orient, project, regulate, remain, repress, see, smell, sustain, trigger, watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consolidate</td>
<td>bind, bond, breakdown, compress, concentrate, contract, decompose, filtrate, fold, fragment, fuse, orient, overlap, recombine, reduce, segment, shorten, wrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use an intermediary</td>
<td>adhere, attach, bind, bond, catalyze, clamp, cling, clog, communicate, conduct, constrain, exchange, fluoresce, fuse, ionize, lactate, latch, lock, mate, obstruct, phosphorylate, photosynthesize, recombine, seal, see, smell, synthesize, transduce, watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extract and separate</td>
<td>absorb, block, catch, concentrate, digest, deoxygenate, deaminate, decarboxylate, evacuate, excrete, filtrate, gate, intake, smell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change response threshold</td>
<td>activate, alter, catalyze, concentrate, constrain, extend, fluctuate, hold, inactivate, induce, react, reduce, regulate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
change amplitude alter, catalyze, concentrate, constrain, constrict, elongate, expand, extend, fluctuate, oscillate, reduce, regulate, shorten, stretch

2.2.2. Creating a Combined User Interface

E2BMO is formed using SKOS as a communication tool connecting the E2B to the BMO within Protégé. Protégé provides a graphic user interface to define ontologies using the Web Ontology Language (OWL). It also enables the ontology to be exported into RDF_XML format. RDF, Resource Description Framework, is a format used in semantic web applications. Unlike the original web that is concerned with exchange of documents, the semantic web is concerned with creating a common format for data integration and sharing. RDF uses triples to represent information; subject, predicate, and object, where each subject (trade-off) and its objects (IPs) are given a code number (BMO_xxxx). These relations are then saved in an XML (Extensible Markup Language) format, (Figure S1) which uses a set of rules to encode information in a human and machine-readable format.

SPARQL, a query language that uses a series of protocols in semantic web to access data, was used to access information from the RDF_XML format. SPARQL queries were written in Python, (Figure S2 shows one example of SPARQL query searching for IPs associated with biological models of a given trade-off). Other queries find E2B text incorporated into IPs. These are then connected to biological models using same IPs.

We used two exported BMO files, one integrated with E2B and the other without. Using IPs, we were able to connect these and generate 25 text files, (Figure S3 containing information on all currently available query words. Then, we used JavaScript, (Figure S4), in HTML (HyperText Markup Language) to develop the E2BMO website that takes users input, finds related datafile and finally creates an appropriate table and/or graph. A descriptive illustration of the operation of the interface design is presented in Figure 4.
3. Results

3.1. E2BMO Website

The homepage of the ‘E2BMO’ website (www.uakron.edu/BRIC/E2BMO; Figure 5) follows a simple layout featuring a search bar and two main access points: (1) using BMO trade-off concepts and (2) using E2B functional words. Through both approaches, the user is free to choose the type of solution discovery approach they wish to pursue. Those who wish to take a more technical engineering approach to solution discovery may pursue IPs and sub-IPs. Users interested in a more interdisciplinary innovation process may choose to pursue biological literature. Users wishing to embark on broader ideation and exploratory types of the creative process may pursue biological functional correspondent terms. Thus, the aim of this interface is to create a platform for a variety of users to interact with the biomimicry design process through an ontology.

![Figure 5. Homepage of E2BMO Website.](image)

3.1.1. BMO Trade-Off Concepts

Here the user can choose one of the nine trade-offs currently suggested, under the ‘BMO Trade-Offs’ column on the left-hand side and type the one selected into the query box. The search engine then identifies IPs, biological strategies previously abstracted from the BMO and tagged as potential solutions for this specific trade-off. The results appear as a table (Figure 6). The main table presents, in the first and second column, the nature of the trade-off being solved. The third column provides the IPs and sub-IPs derived from biology as potential solutions. The second table contains references to the biological models that these strategies were abstracted from, if the user wishes to explore the biological content. This second table is greyed out to avoid confusion between the engineering related results and the biological models, but by simply moving the mouse over the cell, the content will become clearly visible (Figure 6). Figure 6 shows a subset of the definitions to the ‘speed-accuracy’ trade-off query; 11 examples are currently available in the BMO. The results appear on the same page and a user can scroll down to access the table for more examples.
3.1.2. E2B Functional Words

Through this option, the user can select one of the eight terms available under the ‘E2B Functional Words’ column on the left-hand side and type the one selected into the query box. Figures 7 and 8 show the hierarchical graphs and results table that generate from querying the functional term ‘signal’. Figure 7 illustrates the class, secondary, and tertiary engineering related functional terms from the E2B Thesaurus in black. The green and orange terms represent the functional biological correspondents of the E2B thesaurus that are connected to IPs of the BMO (in red). Figure 8 illustrates sub-IPs in purple, which are connected to biological models presented in blue, from which both IPs and sub-IPs were abstracted from. On the interface, below this hierarchical graph is a trade-off table (Figure 8). This table represents how the E2B functional term can result in trade-offs connected to IPs and sub-IPs, and if the desired, the biological models these IPs were generated from. This approach allows a user who has not identified a trade-off they wish to solve for, to explore trade-offs and IPs through a functional term search. These IPs and trade-offs could inform a new way of thinking about a technical challenge and spark ideation. The user is free to navigate through the hierarchical tree and the results table to identify an output that is most relevant to their intended purpose: functional biological correspondent terms, IPs, and sub-IPs, or biological literature.
Figure 7. E2BMO query result for E2B functional word ‘signal’ to IPs in red.

Figure 8. E2BMO query result for E2B functional word ‘signal’ from IPs to biological texts in blue through sub-IPs in purple, results table included on the same page.
3.2. Case Study

The following proof of concept case study illustrates how the proposed E2BMO website could be used to navigate through the biomimicry design process, as outlined in Figure 1, leading to a simplified model for both approaches (Figure 9). The hypothetical technical challenge faced in this case study is the same challenge described throughout this paper, a sorting mechanism to identify ripeness of fruit, for example bananas or plums, through sensor activated image recognition as transported on a conveyor belt. We will explore the two options: (1) BMO Trade-Offs and (2) E2B Functional Words, available through this website.

![Figure 9. Illustration of the simplified biomimicry process through use of the E2BMO website.](image)

3.2.1. BMO Trade-Offs

- **Step 1: Problem Analysis**
  
The user must define the components contributing to their technical challenge. In this case study, the contributing factors identified are the speed of the conveyor belt and the accuracy of the sensor activated image recognition system.

- **Step 2: Abstract Technical Challenge**
  
  These contributing components then need to be abstracted in terms of a trade-off in relation to the BMO Trade-Offs available. In the given case, a compromise needs to be made between the speed of the conveyor belt and the accuracy of the images captured. Although a higher belt speed would lead to more fruit processed, if the accuracy of the image capture system is not correlated this could lead to a higher failure rate and a manufacturing time and monetary loss. The possible technical challenge abstraction in the form of a trade-off would be speed versus accuracy.

- **Step 3: Transpose to Biology**
  
  This step is bypassed as the trade-offs have been previously tagged to biological texts through IPs, thus bypassing the need to transpose engineering terminology to biological.

- **Step 4: Identify Potential Biological Models**
  
  This fourth step is completed by the software which outputs biological information in a table format for the user to explore, if they wish to do so. This step is not required to advance through the process. In this case study, 11 biological models within the speed and accuracy trade-off were identified (Figure 6).

- **Step 5: Select Biological Model(s) of Interest**
  
  This step traditionally is to narrow the selection of biological models to a reasonable subset that can be explored and understood in a more plausible amount of time. This complex step to understand biological text has been previously accomplished through the BMO, thus the user can choose to completely skip this step if they wish. If the user is involved in an interdisciplinary design team and participants wish to explore the biological information, they may choose to scroll through the main table, specifically the first and second column (Figure 6). Then, they can select which context of the...
speed-accuracy trade-off is most relevant to their context and explore the biological information made available in the corresponding biological reference table.

- **Step 6: Abstract Biological Strategies**

  This step is completed by the software as the BMO has previously abstracted the biological strategies and tagged them with IPs. Thus, the IPs and sub-IPs generated in the results table are the biological strategies in engineering terminology. These IPs and sub-IPs describe technical strategies used to solve for the functional challenge queried. Thus, saving the user the laborious task of reading and comprehending biological text to best abstract biological strategies. Of the 11 biological models identified, they included 9 unique IPs and 28 unique sub-IPs. Two recurring IPs are: (1) integrate several objects and systems, and (2) change response threshold (Figure 6).

- **Step 7: Transpose to Technology**

  This step is bypassed as the technical challenge was never transposed from technology to biology in the first place, thus a re-transposition to technology is not necessary.

- **Step 8: Implement and Test**

  The IP chosen from Step 6: integrate several objects or systems, could translate to a solution which integrates triggers along the conveyor belt. These triggers reduce the speed of a passing fruit creating a localized opportunity providing the sensor with sufficient time to capture a more accurate image. Testing several iterations of this technical solution is necessary to optimize the design.

### 3.2.2. E2B Functional Words

- **Step 1: Problem Analysis**

  Same as outlined through the BMO Trade-Off approach, refer to Step 1 in Section 3.2.1.

- **Step 2: Abstract Technical Challenge**

  Same as outlined through the BMO Trade-Off approach, refer to Step 2 in Section 3.2.1. The possible technical challenge abstraction would be to use a signaling mechanism between the sensors and conveyor belt. Hence, in the form of an E2B Functional Word the abstracted technical challenge would be ‘Signal’.

- **Step 3: Transpose to Biology**

  The query of ‘Signal’ will result in a tree diagram (Figures 7 and 8) that enables the user to navigate through the hierarchical structure of the Engineering-to-Biology Thesaurus selecting engineering related terms, in black, that are most suitable to their specific technical challenge. These terms are directly connected to corresponding biological functional words. For example, with our case study, the user may choose to query the engineering class ‘signal’ then select ‘sense’ as a more applicable engineering related term compared to ‘indicate_process’. ‘Sense’ is then further categorized to tertiary engineering terms, such as ‘detect’ and ‘measure’. These terms are directly correlated with biological functional correspondents, in green and orange (Figure 7), such as ‘see’ and ‘locate’.

- **Step 4: Identify Potential Biological Models**

  Same as outlined through the BMO Trade-Off approach, refer to Step 4 in Section 3.2.1. In this case study, 27 biological models within the ‘Signal’ query were identified (Figure 8), 11 of which are the same as those identified through the BMO Trade-Off approach. Biological models, in blue, may also be identified if the user continues to navigate through the hierarchical structure of the tree diagram as IPs and sub-IPs are tagged to the biological models they originated from (Figure 8).

- **Step 5: Select Biological Model(s) of Interest**
Step 6: Abstract Biological Strategies

Same as outlined through the BMO Trade-Off approach, refer to Step 5 in Section 3.2.1 and Figure 8.

Step 7: Transpose to Technology

This step is bypassed as previously accomplished within Step 6.

Step 8: Implement and Test

The IP chosen from Step 6 ‘Use Feedback’, could translate to a solution which integrates triggers along the conveyor belt to provide feedback for image capture. These triggers reduce the speed of a passing fruit creating a localized feedback for the sensor to activate image capture. Testing several iterations of this technical solution is necessary to optimize the design.

4. Related Work

Ontologies and other related computer-aided biomimetic tools have and are being developed by practitioners. Kruiper et al. shared a design process for computer-aided biomimetics where trade-offs are used to bridge the biology and engineering disciplines to make biological information more accessible to engineers (2018). The trade-off based BMO is only one of a few ontologies created for biomimicry. Also developed are the Biomimetics Ontology Database, a database with an embedded keyword exploration tool to find and extract information through an interface [38], and the Ontology for Bio-inspired Design, which centers around functional, architectural, and behavioral links between biology, engineering, and bio-inspired design solutions based on classification hierarchies built on description logic [39]. As noted, Kozaki and Mizoguchi (2014) have also approached the development of an ontology interface tool to interact with the Biomimetics Ontology Database. Their tool is grounded in association-based inference of the database, and exploits not only function, but other kinds of analogical inference surrounding such things as property, structure, and living environment [38].

The Function–Behavior–Structure (FBS) Ontology and other related FBS models could also be useful for automatically searching and extracting information from literature to populate an ontology for biomimicry, or potentially aiding in front-end querying, for example navigating the E2B thesaurus hierarchy to narrow down functional search terms [40]. This aspect of keyword retrieval work is close-ended enabling the retrieval of a pre-convinced set output, such as a keyword. This is common with many other biomimetic tools but is only partially relevant to the E2B, since the E2B is essentially a keyword system. With the entire E2BMO, the retrieval is for a biomimetic database—in essence a compendium of biomimetic effects and solutions which have already been solved. The ambition of the E2BMO is greater in that it is designed to capture and support biomimetic novelty—i.e., discovering new biomimetic solutions and concepts, making it an open-ended tool. Related work includes that of Li Shu who uses an open-ended prompt system to search cases within a digitized biology textbook [41].

Extracting information to populate databases and ontologies used for biomimicry is a factor limiting the comprehensiveness of these tools. Instances, such as Julian Vincent’s efforts to abstract and translate knowledge from biological texts to populate the BMO, or the Biomimicry Institute’s work curating and translating data for AskNature.org, are arduous manual tasks that rely on extensive time and intellectual commitment. Data extraction methods are being developed to help gather data to automatically populate databases and ontologies. For example, using Artificial Intelligence to mine relevant information from biological texts could potentially be used to populate the BMO in the future.
A current area of research in Scotland is using Natural Language Processing, Naive Bayes, and neural nets, combined with manual annotation to develop a faster technique for extracting trade-offs and their resolution from biological and agricultural research papers. Although attempts at automation have historically had variable success, this is an active, up-and-coming research area with high potential.

Other research that could be deemed as ‘related work’ is that of bioTRIZ, although there are a number of distinct differences to the work presented here and specifically that of the BMO. bioTRIZ is the result of work done by J.F.V.V. and associates [42] and is not traditional TRIZ. In this paper, they stated that the bioTRIZ philosophy is, relating inventive principles of TRIZ into a new order that more closely reflects the biological route to the resolution of conflicts, with conflicts being among aspects of energy, space, time, substance, structure, and information. These six operational fields re-organize and condense the TRIZ classification both of the features used to generate the conflict statements and the inventive principles’ (p. 476). This classification was performed by close interpretation of Altshuller’s definitions of the IPs as recorded in numerous Russian texts. bioTRIZ does not use a thesaurus, and the IPs are lumped into larger groupings in contrast to the BMO, which has introduced much more detail into the IPs specifically to make it easier to relate them to biological phenomena. In addition, bioTRIZ was not created within an ontology. The BMO has very specifically defined trade-offs identified by biologists in their literature work whereas bioTRIZ retained the original TRIZ contradiction matrix approach whereby each pair of engineering parameters was deemed to represent a conflict.

5. Discussion

The biomimicry design process, as outlined in the literature, traditionally follows 8 steps, as seen in Figure 1, or a variation of it. Through the illustrative case study described in Section 3.2 it is clear to see that the proposed E2BMO tool does not conform to these 8 steps (Figure 9). Both approaches have steps that are either bypassed, skipped entirely, or are completed by the software. Step 7, ‘Transpose to Technology’, is bypassed by both approaches. Traditionally, this step requires a complex understanding of the biological strategy and system of interest in sufficient detail to comprehensively translate this information into technological terminology that can be communicated effectively to an interdisciplinary group. This complicated transition from biological to engineering terminology is identified as one of the most difficult steps of the biomimicry process. However, through the E2BMO website, this step has been accomplished within the BMO, through tagging IPs with the biological strategies identified within the literature. Because the BMO Trade-Off approach begins by specifically abstracting the technical challenge as a trade-off, a concept more familiar to practitioners from technical backgrounds, Step 7 is also bypassed. This task of tagging biological strategies with IPs requires a complex understanding of both biological and technical terminology. A current project with the BMO is the development of an automated process that analyzes biological information to populate the ontology, while monitored by subject matter experts to ensure validity. Although Step 3 is not bypassed through the E2B Functional Word approach, it is heavily facilitated. Users can navigate through an interactive hierarchical tree representing the Engineering-to-Biology Thesaurus by advancing through each level of the hierarchy by simply selecting one of the available terms that they believe is most applicable to their technical challenge. They have the option to advance through IPs that have been drawn from biological texts that are attached for reference at the end. By-passing these steps has a number of disadvantages; loss of interaction and learning of biological content with the potential loss of addition inspiration or features for an engineering design, and advantages; saving time and effort spent comprehending the biological information and due to this possible increasing the adoption of biomimicry. To attempt to mitigate these advantages and disadvantages we have left it to the user to decide whether or not to interact with the biological content, by making it readily available on the same pane of view. It is important to note that the bypass and simplification of translation Steps 3 and 7 not only eases the communication and collaboration of interdisciplinary teams, it also calls into question the need for a semantic bridge if the biological information does not need identification, exploration, or comprehension.
The E2BMO software completes Steps 4 and 6 for both approaches and the nature of the results generated leaves Step 5 as an optional step for the user to explore if they so wish. This reduces the overall length of the process, another promising factor to increase user interest and the further adoption of biomimicry by other disciplines, especially for industrial use where strict deadlines and severe time constraints are common problems. Step 4 and 6, ‘Identify Potential Biological Models’ and ‘Abstract Biological Strategies’, are completed by the software which outputs biological strategies in a table format, as seen in Figures 6 and 8, for the user to explore. This also reduces the time spent searching for credible sources of biological information that may be relevant to the technical challenge of interest, a difficult task for a user not familiar with biological journals or publications. This, again, reduces the users’ need to transcend disciplinary boundaries to advance through the biomimicry process, increasing user interest. This results table serves a double purpose: (1) a cohesive and simplified representation of complex information; and (2) direct access to a plethora of potential solutions: IPs and sub-IPs.

The illustrative case study was written to demonstrate that both approaches can result in similar solution discovery through two identified IPs. With that said, upon selecting the IP of interest, the interpretation and application of such is dependent upon the users’ understanding of both the strategy explained and the technical challenge of application. Thus, even with only one relevant IP as a potential design strategy, several solutions can be generated based on the composition of the design team tasked with applying it. Upon exploration of either approach within the E2BMO website, several IPs and several more sub IPs are presented that can be either used individually, similar to the case study provided, or compounded to create a more complex design strategy, broadening solution discovery.

This current iteration of the BMO is a research tool with finite data, but it will continue to be populated by J.F.V.V., increasing its capabilities for the discovery of solutions to real-world problems. This paper has made significant advances in the development of a simple front-end for the BMO and in its current iteration could be useful as an ideation platform for real-world problems as demonstrated through the case study (Section 3.2). The E2BMO was created using this current iteration of the BMO and allows the user direct access to IPs without the need to explore biological text, a difficult and time-consuming task for anyone, especially those from outside a biological discipline. Also, having these biological texts tagged with IPs by a subject matter expert reduces the risk of a user misunderstanding or misinterpreting complex biological strategies. However, further investigation on the potential misuse of biological information by non-experts during the biomimetic process is needed. The option to explore biological text is available for the user to make their own judgement on the biological strategy if they wish to do so, but with the E2BMO tool this step is not required to advance through the biomimicry process.

Our efforts to link these tools aim to bring awareness to the copious tools available, and provide practitioners with a possible approach to more easily navigate through the biomimicry process and two selected tools. Therefore, the E2BMO could enable greater potential for future biomimicry practice. We demonstrate that the developed E2BMO website enables practitioners to both interface and extract information from the E2B Thesaurus and the BMO, especially in ways that were not possible before. We anticipate that this user-interface will give the average practitioner a more intuitive interaction with these tools, possibly increasing the usability of the biomimicry process, functional analysis, and an ontology. Users are encouraged to delve into each of the options available within the website and to freely navigate through the software to explore the innovative potential that each of these approaches offer. Through use of the E2BMO, practitioners will be able to better interact with complex biological knowledge without a heavy investment of time and energy, encouraging a more widespread implementation of biomimicry.

The E2BMO Website is in a beta-testing phase, thus future work is necessary, which may include:

1. Expanding E2B thesaurus words through SKOS to include additional biological functions such as ‘pollinate, harvest, mate, etc.’.
2. Translating the E2B Thesaurus Flow Terms to SKOS terms and tagging to inventive principles.
3. Creating direct links to images or diagrams within the biological text data that may explain the design principle and help navigate the biological text in an interdisciplinary project.

4. Analyzing the tool within an industrial context solving for real world technical challenges.

5. Future work could potentially include incorporating data contributions from biologists into the E2BMO thus acting as an information sharing platform to a more diverse audience, possibly leading to potential collaboration and funding.

Supplementary Materials: The following is available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2411-9660/2/4/53/s1, Figure S1: This is the XML-RDF format of the OWL exported file from Protégé. <owl:Class> and </owl:Class> show the start and end of a subject, in here ‘speed-accuracy’ class, Figure S2: Red section of the code is SPARQL query. This query looks for objects connected to a class/subject using their properties. ‘query_with_placeholder’ passes the query string to ‘g.query’ from ‘rdflib’ library. “$ENTITY_CODE” is a placeholder for the name of class provided by the user or other queries, Figure S3: This is an example of contents in final text file for ‘speed-accuracy trade-off’, each variable is separated by ‘:’ which helps when extracting data from the file. It starts by name of biological model, its TRIZ thesis and antithesis, abstract of the paper, followed by IPs and Sub IPs and any other information needed, Figure S4: This is a portion of JavaScript code in HTML where E2BMO graph is created, we are using google Word-Tree visualization to develop the hierarchical graph shown in Figure 7.
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Abbreviations

E2BMO Engineering-to-BioMimetic Ontology
E2B Engineering-to-Biology Thesaurus
BMO BioMimetic Ontology
TRIZ Teorija Reshenija Izobretateliskih Zadatch, which translates to Theory of Solving Problems Inventively
BFO Basic Formal Ontology
IPs Inventive Principles
SKOS Simplified Knowledge Organization System
OWL Web Ontology Language
RDF Resource Description Framework
XML Extensible Markup Language
SPARQL a RDF query language
HTML Hypertext markup language
JS JavaScript
CSS Cascading Style Sheets
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